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Off-camp-us housing
Housing committee forming to study
Alex Pries
Managing Editor
Students who wish to live off
campus will now face a new
examination in their requests,
College officials said Wednesday.
David M. Brown, director of
housing and residential life, said
that a new committee has been
formed to handle student requests
to live off-camp-us in response to
Cultural
complaints about student behavior
in surrounding neighborhoods.
Brown said that the old system,
in which he handled requests indi-
vidually was messy, and that com-
plaints from neighbors warranted
a re-assessm- ent. Residents have
complained repeatedly to College
officials and local police about
rowdy and disorderly conduct on
the part of students.
Brown also said the committee
requests to face new
applications
would be better able to track patterns
of where students choose to live.
"It is not uncommon knowledge
that we have some unauthorized
fraternity and sorority houses off
campus," Brown said.
"However ... none of those stu-
dents, in their off-camp- us
requests, put 'I'm moving into the
blankety-blanket-y house.' I think
when you look at them as a group,
you're going to be able to see
connections through dance
1- - I r if I :
Participants in last weekends Ambassador's of the World Conference act out stories from the cultures rep-
resented The theatre and dance workshop wasfacilitated by Kim Tritt, professor of theatre, Shirley Huston-Findle- y,
professor of theatre, Anjali Nair '04 and Neha Sahgal '02; it promoted learning and participation
in other cultures. Hie conference was a success with several schools participating in the various workshops.
some of those patterns."
While Brown said there are
legitimate reasons for choosing to
live off-camp-us, such as med-
ical factors or family residing
in the city, he said the College
is still somewhat responsible
for all student actions, on and
off campus.
"If this office approves a stu-
dent to live off campus, then I
believe we continue to hold some
accountability for that student's
role in the community, whether it
be positive or negative." Brown
said. "I think we need to be aware
of that, because there was very lit-
tle awareness of that before."
Armington Hall Residence
Director Emily Leachman, the
chair of the new committee, said
that in many cases student
requests are understandable. "One
of the things is that some off
campus applications are pretty
Plagiarism on rise
Dan George
Chief Staff Writer
After having 14 instances of
plagiarism brought before the
College judicial board last semes-
ter a marked increase --from
years past Wooster administra-
tors and faculty members are join-
ing in an effort to revamp academ-
ic integrity within the College
community. Officials said this
week that one element of their
plan involves strengthening anti-plagiaris- m
education during new
student orientation programs.
"There are many faculty mem
scrutiny
r t " .
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David M. Brown
Director of Residential
Life and Housing
straightforward," she said.
"Examples include cases where
people's families live in town or
they are married."
Each year. Brown estimates that
See "New committee, " pg. 2
bers who are extremely concerned
with the increased numbers, and
we've been talking amongst each
other, how to identify plagiarism,
how to deal with it." said Nancy
Grace, chair of the English depart-
ment. "Right now it's a very seri-
ous academic issue."
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes
said that improving the orientation
experience is crucial to the
College's "grass-root- s vision." as
Wooster is a school that places the
honest written expression of ideas
at the heart of its four-yea- r educa--
See "Administration, " pg. 3
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Textbook buying Security procedures Student's grandfather Robert Burns night Women's basketball
headed online. questioned. receives Nobel prize. takes center stage. continues winning ways.
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Online buying one year away
Alex Pries
Mwagisg Editor
The development of online
ordering and purchasing of
College textbooks from the
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore
is roughly a year away, a
College official said recently.
"We do not yet have online pur-
chasing, but we hope to accom-
plish that within the next year. It
would be wonderful if we could
do it for fall semester but we do
have some challenges," said
Jackie Middleton, director of
bookstore operations.
With the implementation of
online commerce. Middleton
said, students will hopefully
be able to order books imme-
diately after registration.
"It would be that when a student
registers, they would register
online and perhaps then opt to buy
books from the bookstore. That
way we could know early how
many people are taking a specific
course and all sorts of information
could be gathered up front,"
Middleton said.
Even if a student were to not
order books right after registra-
tion, Middleton said the informa-
tion would be placed online so
that a student could prepay when
he or she was ready.
After prepaying for the books,
the bookstore employees would
package the books for each specif-
ic student and allow for them to be
picked up.
Middleton suggested that future
development of the , bookstore
Web site will only enhance the
customer service aspect of the
College that Vice President for
Business and Finance Bob Walton
has been pushing.
"By increasing the options
available to purchase items online
from the bookstore, greater flexi-
bility is provided. First, the stu-
dent or parent or alumni can shop
any time and from anywhere.
Secondly, we can offer a
greater selection of items that
would not be possible with
limited square footage and shelf
'
space," Walton said.
Middleton alluded to the fact
that space is probably the most
- -
'C
.
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Physical shopping in the bookstore
pressing issue in the development
of the bookstore.
Even with online purchasing,
the textbooks as well as the orders
themselves must be stored some-
where prior to delivery or pickup.
"Most of the schools that offer
this kind of service have an auxil-
iary location. For the College
probably an ideal location would
be in Lowry, behind the bookstore
with access to the loading dock,"
Middleton said.
The other main issue is attract-
ing new staff as well as educating
the current staff about the neces-
sary changes that will occur. '
"A lot of the limitations are that
the staff at the bookstore are unfa-
miliar with this medium. Several
people at the store have been very
involved in the creation of this
Web site and they're excited about
the possibilities," she said.
Walton added that recent
endowment concerns for the
College . will not affect the
bookstore because it acts as a
private business.
"The bookstore is a self-sustaini- ng
operation and draws no
income from either student fees or
the endowment. The current chal-
lenges facing the College will
have little or no impact on bur
'plans to expand the services at the
bookstore," he said.
s
,
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Photo by Lahrin Koucky
may soon be a thing of the past.
Currently, Middleton said
there are limited purchasing
options through the Wilson
Bookstore Web site, which are
predominately focused on
alums, parents of current and
prospective students.
Eventually, Middleton suggest-
ed that she would like to see the
Wilson Bookstore act as more
than a college bookstore.
"We need more space, we need
more attractive hours ... our
goal is to have a real Borders
kind of look,, we would wel-
come people to come in and
browse," she said.
New committee processes requests,
continued from page I
the College has between 70775
students who are approved to live
off campus. He said half of those
students live at home with their
parents or have medical reasons
for living off --campus. (
' The committee is currently
forming and will be responsi-
ble for, processing the requests
for next year. Brown will not
physically serve on the. com-
mittee. He, said that he "will
wait for recommendations from
the group" after making sure it's
Pulitzer winner speaks
Craig Rolle
Staff Writer
If ever there was a pressing time
for all Americans to discuss the
threat that the current campaign
against terrorism poses to civil
liberties, it is now. said a Pulitzer
Prize winning author and expert
on civil liberties.
Anthony Lewis, recently retired
op-e- d columnist for "The New
York Times" and two-tim- e recipi-
ent of the Pulitzer Prize for books
on civil liberties, spoke to a full
audience on the subject of
America's struggles with civil lib-
erties during wartime on campus
Tuesday evening.
Lewis said that times of war
have strongly tested America's
commitment to civil liberties and
the current war against terrorism
is no different Americans, said
Lewis, must remain steadfast in
their support of civil liberties in
the face of a wartime government
that continues to ask for more
authority.
Directly addressing today's
struggle with civil liberties, Lewis
spoke about The Patriot Act,
passed by Congress this fall in
response to the tragic events of
Sept. 11, which broadened the
detainment and arrest powers of
law enforcement agencies
throughout the country.
Lewis stated that that the Act
gave law enforcement too much
leeway in detaining, arresting and
denying suspected terrorists
access to legal counsel. "Secret
up and running.
.
Brown said that Leachman, the
! intern with the. Office of Campus
Ministries, will be a good project
leader. "She's worked with us for
two years ... we feel like she's
going to be good,, non-partisa- n,
, neutral," Brown said.
.
"
.
In addition to the new commit-
tee, Brown said that, he wants
' his
.
office to piay a. more
proactive' role in the lives of
off-camp- us students. .
(
(" Jf we want this to make more
.
sense, then this office should
play a larger role, not only in
detainments of prisoners doesn't
sound like America to me," said
Lewis, referring to the roughly
1,000 suspects secretly being
held in connection with the
events of Sept 11.
Lewis also asserted that the Al-Qae- da
fighters being held at
Guantanamo Bay in Cuba
should be classified as prison-
ers of war under the Geneva
Convention in compliance
with international law.
Lewis described other struggles
with civil liberties in wartime,
such as President Lincoln's
suspension of habeas corpus
, during the Civil War, the cen-
sorship of specific speech during
the two world wars, and the
aggressive anti-commun- ist inves-
tigations during the McCarthy era
i of the 1950s.
Although Lewis was critical of
the laws passed by Congress
and the Bush administration's
prosecution of suspected ter-
rorists domestically, he said
that he was in favor of trying the
Al-Qae- da fighters abroad and
not affording them the same
constitutional rights as
American citizens.
'. Lewis argued, howeverthat we
must remember that prosecution
of the war at home is equally
important as it is abroad. "We
cannot separate the conduct of
the war at home and abroad,"
said Lewis because the world is
counting on America to remain
faithful to its principles of
freedom and. liberty. , ( . ,
, approving the application, but
also dealing with those, stu-- ;
dents, once
, they've movedt off
campus," he-- said.
For example, Brown said, for
,
many students,, the experience of
, moving into a new apartment
' ' brings unique challenges like
dealing with landowners,
.
.neighbors,
.and cooking l for
t
themselves. "Ope of the things
that I'm recommending, i?l that
t
once students are approved toJjve
off campus, that we invite them, to
, a workshop,." he said. "I think we
can help them with that"
Fe?m2 3.
Community bike program in final planning stages
Mary Nienaber
News Editor
The College's student environ-
mental activism group is set to
launch a new community bicycle
co-o- p at the end of March.
Josh Lynch '02, coordinator of
Environmental Concerns - of
Students, said the program is
modeled after various programs
already in place at other colleges.
He said a $930 grant and advice
from the National Wildlife
Federation have helped the proj-
ect along considerably.
ECOS obtained 13 bikes in fair
condition and low cost at a police
auction last semester. After paint-
ing the bikes in a color that will
make them easily identifiable as
community bikes, minor repairs
will be made so that they are fully
ready for the program. The bikes
will be placed around campus in
the already existing bike racks.
Any member of the College com-
munity will then be free to ride a
bike to various locations on cam-
pus. "We haven't decided about
off-camp-
us use yet ... but we
want to encourage alternative
transportation," Lynch said.
jij; ' ! -
.
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Students will soon be able to ride bikes provided by the new communi-
ty bike program, sponsored by ECOS.
ECOS will later determine what
the best policy will be to ensure
the bikes end up back on campus.
To use the NWFs grant, ECOS
must obtain matching funds from
the College. "We're going to be
applying to SGA for funding. If
that doesn't work, we'll apply to
local bike shops," Lynch said.
Four core groups make up the
bike program committee, includ-
ing a planning and organization
group, a fundraising group to sus-
tain the program's funding, a
media committee to organize
exposure for the program and a
repair group that takes care of the
bikes once they are in use. Dave
Mowry '02, Ryan Carson '05,
Dave Tarbell '04 and Melissa
Reisland '04 are serving as addi-
tional leaders for the particular
groups. Jessica Reitz, the
College's recycling coordina- -
tor. also serves as the advisor
for the grant.
"It's been nice to see the sup-
port from all the different places
on campus," Reitz said. "The
biggest thing that I'm looking
forward to is that it's finally
come together. It's been such
a long process with so many
people involved."
Lynch said that ECOS also is
planning to branch out and
include other groups on cam-
pus with the organization of
the program to make it a com-
munity effort.
Lynch said the group hopes to
kick off the program March 29.
They anticipate an abundance
of students riding the bikes
around campus to showcase the
new program.
"We're going to have a day
of mass bike action ... as
many people as possible rid-
ing their bikes and the com-
munity bikes to expose the
program to everyone around,"
Lynch said. Interested students
can attend the next planning
meeting for the group
Thursday at 8 p.m. in
Greenhouse, located in
Westminster Cottage.
An article on the "All In the Timing" theatre production in the Arts &
Entertainment section of last week's issue of the Voice gave an incorrect
title for one of the vignettes. The correct tide should have been "Words,
Words, Words." The same article mispelled Franz Kafka's name. -
Ay journalism is a human process, there is a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in newsgather-ing- ,
editing or printing. The Voice staff strives to avoid such mistakes,
but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it and promptly
'
correct it. Tin's space exists for that purpose. Call the Voice office at
330.287.3000, ext. 2598, oremailatvoicewooster.edu.
Administration focuses on solutions to plagiarism
continued from page 1
tional experience.
"The first week is going to be very
important in the future, and we'd like to
have students from the Judicial Board
address the first-yea- rs and say "here's
what integrity means', almost like a pass-
ing of the torch," Holmes said. "We'd
also like for RAs and other student lead-
ers to talk about plagiarism in dorms,
and help create a campus climate where
students will hold each other account-
able," he said.
Holmes said that now might be a good
time for students and faculty to meet in a
forum setting and discuss the contempo-
rary implications of plagiarism. "I think it
would be good to lay it out on the table,
talk about the pitfalls and challenges that
lie ahead," he said.
Several teachers have pooled together
"red-fla- g" cues to help with the detection
of plagiarism. Writing Center consultant
Barbara Hampton said that some cues are
abrupt changes in style, overly-sophisticat- ed
language, improper citations and
last-minu- te changes of paper topics.
"Those are all things that key you in to
plagiarism, but a lot of it is on instinct,"
she said. "Plagiarism is especially harm-
ful because students are short-changi- ng
themselves in the learning process. It's
necessary that we as teachers be aware
and engaged."
The College hopes to eventually foster
an environment where students operate
with respect for the system, the faculty
and each other.
"We need to find ways to impress on
students how we share common values of
honesty, truthfulness and respect for the
academic process," said Dean of the
Faculty Tom Falkner.
Any educational effort will likely cen-
ter around the College's working defini-
tion of plagiarism, found in the Code of
Academic Integrity: "To use or imitate the
language, ideas, or thoughts of another
person and represent them as one's own is
to commit an act of plagiarism."
Under the school's judicial code, a first
offense may result in a punishment levied
by a faculty member, while a second
offense may be brought before the Judicial
Board, with the consideration of expulsion.
Plagiarism has long been a concern for
the administration, but with the evolution
of the Internet it has become increasingly
problematic.
Due to the proliferation of electronic
information mediums available to college
students, such as the popular web site
"google.com" as well as various on-li- ne
term paper brokers, the ease of copying
and pasting another writer's text has
become an alluring option for students.
When considered on a national
level, Wooster's 14 cases of academ-
ic dishonesty are far from jarring,
though Falkner declined to say how
many cases have been dealt with locally
in years past
The number of plagiarism charges have
soared at scholarly institutions across the
country in the past year, and, according to
Falkner and Holmes, strategies to combat
word-thieve- ry are constantly being shared
at national collegiate conventions.
"Plagiarism is definitely a national
problem right now," said Falkner. "I
recently attended a conference in
Washington and all 20 institutions in
attendance reported an increase in their
numbers. A particular concern was the
rising numbers of cases involving the
Internet," he said.
Plagiarism has been a" hot topic in the
national media lately, thanks in part to
well-respect- ed historians Stephen
Ambrose and Doris Kearns Goodwin,
who have drawn public scrutiny for pub-
lishing books containing lifted words.
Plagiarism, it would seem, has become
an entrenched part of our culture.
But according to Assistant Dean of
Students for International Student Affairs
Karen Edwards, who helps international stu-
dents understand Wooster's definitions and
policies, plagiarism is oftentimes less an ethical
transgression man a technical gaffe.
"Cheating is never OK, and I think kids
from everywhere know that," Edwards
said. "But more the problems I've
seen have been related to the areas of
citation, footnotes and referencing,
where kids may be unknowingly using
improper technique."
Vtf.wpotnts
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Jnce hws still haunt Lowry
The juice sucks. Badly. Constant complaints of the
juice's quality and taste can be heard from Ebert to Scovel,
Galpin to Lowry. And so here is our plea to the powers that
be in Hospitality Services: give us back our Minute Maid
We recently performed blind taste test of the Lowry
juices, with the following results. The orange juice was
deemed more fake than stick-o- n tattoos. The cranberry and
apple juices were so sw eet it made us wish that there was
fluoride in the Wooster drinking water. Ever had a melted
ice pop in a cup? Pour yourself a glass of grape juice and
you will. And the lemonade was a cross between lemonade
and apple juice. '
The new Lowry is supposedly all about making the stu-
dents happier and healthier. The juice is not living up to that
credo. The plastic barrels of juice with the tin lids that sell for
50 cents are better than the colored sugar water they call juice
in Lowiy. (This is not to knock the cherry water, though, to
which we find ourselves strangely drawn.) Please, please.
(yes, we are begging now) go back to the Minute Maid.
Ambassadors to understanding
The College has long had a prominent place in its heart
for cultural diversity and international affairs, and it reaf-
firmed that place this weekend with the kickoff event for
the new Ambassadors Program, designed to foster ties
across continents, strengthening bonds between interna-
tional and U.S. students both studying here in the midst of
desolate farmland. : . - " ;
The program is worthy of the support the College's
administration and faculty have given it Saturday's confer-
ence also brought together international students from other
regional campuses to discuss issues from history to politics,
rituals to religion. Future programs could help further spread
Wooster 's international reputation throughout the region.
With growing tensions around the world, some age-ol- d
::nd some precipitated by the September attacks. Wooster 's
progeny have played and will play key roles in defusing
-'-"e political and cultural timebombs. The ambassadors
uho get their training here in Ohio may very well continue
into the ha"s of the United Nations, and beyond. .
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1Editor: Erin McCann
Those demn'd elusive rumors
As a rule, reporters hate rumors
those unsourced and unreliable
tips that especially enjoy prevalence
during a time of controversy.
We hate them primarily because
they're ultimately untrustworthy.
For every rumor that's an excellent,
page-on- e story, there are 100 more
that are inaccurate or totally false.
Rumors also are a pain in the ass
to track down. Something that's heard
"from a friend of a friend whose I.S.
advisor said that the dean told his
secretary that so-and-- so got fired
because he did such-and-suc- h"
isn't exactly something that can be
quickly turned into a news story.
But we in the newspaper busi-
ness can't ignore even a tiny sliv-
er of a chance, and so we bombard
officials with queries, apologizing
in advance for taking up their
time. But, nevertheless, we ask:
DID the dean say that? IS the pro-
fessor planning to resign? HAVE
the trustees voted to fire the presiden-
t-elect, she of possibly homo-
sexual orientation?
Sure, it makes us sound like
ignoramuses. But at least it keeps
us out of trouble. (Reporters are
notorious for starting bar fights or
giving the finger to police officers.)
But more often than not, when-
ever we hear the new rumor du
jour, we start crying. At least I do.
I cry not because I am now tasked
with chasing down the ultimate
truth or falsity of those statements
by deadline, causing me to swear
violently, skimming through the
Rolodex and spitting cigars from
my foaming mouth, my grey fedo-
ra rakishly but stylishly askew.
Rather, I sob because I know
that these rumors flying around the '
ether art bred out of an absence of :
: ! . ; ? 1 1 , ; .. i ; : .
To the editors:
Dan Shortridge
forthrightness, an omission of
truth and the sheer power of
human imagination. Those forces
combined are terror incarnate.
Imagination by itself is a neu-
tral power. But when people
become starved for accurate infor-
mation, as has occurred so often at
the College recently, the synapses
and neurons in the brain begin
spawning tales that bear no resem-
blance to actual reality.
Such was the case last week
when we heard that the College's
$1 million budget gap actually
was caused by an error on an
accounting ledger, and that the
person responsible for that mis-
take had been fired.
It turned out not to be true, for
which I thanked my personal pan-
theon of deities. Reporters are gen-
erally quick learners, but account-
ing, or anything with lots of large
numbers and complex calculations,
is beyond my comprehension.
But it's a sign of the times that
such a rumor was being spread.
Even some of the most intelli-
gent and intellectually adroit
people on this campus includ-
ing a few faculty members
are prone to believing any-
thing, no matter how outra-
geous, in the absence of accurate
information properly presented.
That's a problem that has
plagued Wooster's campus for
several years, and has hit its
height this semester. Faculty
members only this week received
a full accounting of the College's
budget woes and its plan to solve
them. Barbara Hetrick's resigna-
tion from the vice presidency
i
came as a complete surprise to
many people on campus, includ-
ing key student leaders who
should have been among the first
to know. And when the trustees got
together recently for their mid-ye- ar
executive committee meeting, it
was held in Cleveland, not here in
Wooster almost as if Galpin's
afraid that even the normally
blind-and-de- af trustees will detect
something rotten in Denmark if
they step foot on campus.
More so now than ever, the
folks on the second and third
floors of Galpin Hall seem to
believe that they can keep bad
things from happening by keeping
the truth hidden behind closed
doors and sealed desk drawers.
But what's truly needed to cut
down on the rumors and improve
the campus and community is more
sunshine, not less. Open up faculty
meetings, trustee meetings,
meetings of the key adminis-
tration committees on educational
policy and finance. Don't wait
for nosy newspaper reporters to pry
out embarrassing information
about a deficit or resignation or
lawsuit. Come clean, and come
forth quickly. Honesty really is
the best policy.
Sure,' it'll make my life much
more boring. But I'd much rather
have a stack of memos handed to
me on a silver platter than have
someone's reputation destroyed
by another ruthless rumor.
Dan ' Shortridge is associate
editor of the Voice. 'Send him
juicy, delicious and unprintable
rumors (off-the-reco-rd or deep
background tips only, 'please) at
shortrdfwooster.edu.
0? ,4
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The decision 'to put the editorial of last week entitled College shWs W.cpassion"''in Jne
Voice was abhorrent. There are certain fights 'that heed to be fought and certain times' to fight them,
put to onng someone else s gnet into your Jighf for personal gain is uncalled for. I write this letter
not to start; an; argument, but 'to plead ,to the. Voice staff to haveome'eorr-assio- n of its own and
leave; other people's personal 'grief! and sorrow out 6f your vendetta. The death of a loved one is not
.
- " " ancx uie jeweiry sate at LowryJ and tust berore tneWooster "l --J-.- it:-!" ' -scoreboard. - t
' ' ' "'-- ! .! ' ' - ' : i '! -- ; f r : "I ! i F ' : ' i I 1 T i
m:i . . : 1 ;.. r; ... V . Sincerely, .. ,
z:. ,'c Whitney Lacefield,'02field;02 ; .
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Rights not secure?
To the editors,
I am writing this letter in reac-
tion to President Hales' claim in
a recent issue of the Voice stating
that respect for privacy is central
to campus policy. Considering
the encounters I, and many oth-
ers, have had with Security, noth-
ing could be HHHHBBHB
further from
the truth.
In the past
several months,
I have had to
learn more
about the state
do not use drugs,
and during the course
of their search, I was
"caught" with a bag
of herbal tea.
of students'
rights on campus than I have ever
wanted to. Unfortunately, this
education was a result of several
encounters I suffered with
Security. In one situation, they
entered my locked room at 2 a.m.
looking for drugs. I do not use
drugs, and during the course of
their search, I was "caught" with
a bag of herbal tea. In the second
instance, I was detained and
searched at the Underground. I
do not wish to use the Voice as a
personal forum to express my
grievances, and I mention these
incidents only in that these
experiences have made me
aware of the lack of rights stu-
dents suffer from on campus.
For instance, did you know that:
Under the housing contract
most of us sign at the beginning
of the year, we are required to let
any College employee into your
room "at any time, for any rea-
son." If you do not let these people
in, they can open your locked door
themselves with a master key.
College authorities are held to
a weaker standard of evidence
than civil authorities. Instead of
the "probable cause" and "articu-
lable suspicion!" police need, .
College authorities are bound by
the standard of "preponderance
of evidence." When I asked what
this meant, a College official
explained it as a minute bit of
evidence differing from a per-
fectly normal situation. In other
words, the police must have a
very good reason to search or
detain you, whereas the College
has a lower standard. This lower
standard is vaguely defined and
open to abuse.
College officials are not
allowed to perform an "invasive
search" opening drawers, refrig-
erators, searching a person's pock-
ets. However, they can call the
police, who have the right to per-
form such a search, which could
include the use of drug sniffing
dogs. (According to a College offi-
cial, drug dogs have been called tohbhh campus at leastthree times
since the begin-
ning of the
year.)
Since
Security has a
weak standard
of evidence,
and the police's need for "probable
cause" is claimed to be fulfilled by
the word of a College official, the
protection offered by the proba-
ble cause standard is thus elimi-
nated. In other words. Security
doesn't need a very "firm" rea-
son to search or detain you. If
they call the police on the .basis
of this weak standard, it creates
a problem, because the police
become involved for reasons they
normally couldn't have.
A College employee explained
to me that students are required to
comply with the directions of any
College official. This could include
a search of your person, room, car or
belongings. If you do not consent to
such a search, you could be charged
with disorderly conduct
The manual that governs
Security policy is confidential.
That means we, as students, do not
have the ability to judge if a
Security officer is acting according
to a predetermined policy, or in an
off-the-c-uff manner that may easily
infringe upon personal rights. In
other words, if you ask Security
where it is written that they have
the right to act in a certain man-
ner, they might reply that it is
"policy." If you ask to see the pol-ic- y,
you will find that it is "confi-
dential." I have made numerous
requests for relevant excerpts
from this manual, none of which
have been fulfilled.
The language of the Code of
Social Responsibility in the "Scot's
Key" seems to imply that although
students are required uphold its prin-
ciple, on the pain of judicial action,
College employees might not be
held to the same standard.
Do these issues bother you?
They should! Each item represents
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Security in the house, out of line
Last Tuesday, Jan. 29 at 12:30
am., my two female housemates
and I heard a knock on the front
door of our on-camp- us house. My
two housemates were getting
ready for bed and I had just
climbed into bed to go to sleep. We
were alarmed to hear someone at --
the door at such a late hour and so
my housemate checked in the :
peephole to see who it could be.
. Before she had a chance to fig-
ure out who the man at the door
was, we .heard keys in the lock
and the' door opened.; A Security
officer walked in, He apologized
for. corning so late, but said that '
he had to check the fire extin-
guishers because ii was the only
time it could be. done. After be
left, my housemates and I were all
quite -- shakenr --A --male security
an area of ambiguity in College
policy that seems to create consti-
tutional conflicts which are not in
accordance with the spirit of free
inquiry and honesty that a liberal
arts education should exemplify.
Something is wrong on campus,
and we are all aware of it.
There is an increasing anxiety
and concern within the student
body regarding the newly zealous
security. How many of your
friends have been searched and
harassed? How many times have
Kara Barney
officer let himself into the house
at 12:30 a.m. simply to check the
fire extinguishers.
Considering the fact that the ;
same security officer came last
semester during the day to check ,
' the fire extinguishers, I found it a
. bit bizarre that they could only be
' checked at 12:30 a.m. The officer
did not even ring the doorbell, so if
my housemates and I had been --
asleep, we could have been awok- -
;
en by the, sound of a man's foot-- --
steps in the house -- a thought that
" is extremely frightening. A male
security officer should not be
entering a house where female stu-
dents live at night unless there is .
an emergency or they believe
sornething illegal is taking place. It '
you thought that it was wrong?
Shall we sit in our rooms and idly
complain about how "they just don't
want us to have any fun"? Absolutely
not We are armed with a deep sense
that these policies are wrong. In order
to really do something, we will have
to think hard and translate our deci-
sions into swift, decisive action. Let's
not take these laying down and
conform to the stereotype of
unmotivated liberal arts victims.
Let's do something!
I have formed a group of stu
is simply inappropriate and it
should never happen " again.
' Another disturbing aspect of this sit-
uation, however, is the fact that when
I called die Director of Security,
Joe Kirk, the next day and left a
voicemail message about the sit-
uation and asked him to call be
back, i' he ; never i did. j So I
called again exactly ; a week
later, left another message, and
still have had no reply. Not only
does Kirk's apparent apathy
about the situation make me
angry, but it" makes m6 scared,
top. I thought Security jyas sup--
. posed to make us fed safe, but as it
turns out, it cambe the reason we
' feel unsafe. " " .
- Kara Barney is assistant fea-
tures editor for the Voice.
dents and faculty devoted to dis-
cussing and resolving these issues.
If you are interested in joining this
group contact me at ext. 6601. In
addition, if you or any of your
friends have be harassed or treated
in a questionable manner by
College Security, write up a brief
description of the incident and
bring it to our first meeting, time
to be announced. Let the spirit of
free inquiry and liberty prevail!
Seth Levy '02
Ff.aturf.s
Laura Nelson
Staff Writer
After 12 years, the Year of the
Horse is back.' 6a Feb. the
Chinese' will celebrate' the ' New '
Year. Here at ' the Colleger, '
Professor of Chinese ' Studies 1
Rujie Wang has helped organize :
the NewYearVEve party, for
those interested, to take place1 oh --
Feb. 16.' 'This year's celebration '
will take ' place 'at 1 the' Ohio '
Agricultural Research and
Development Center (the
OARDQ, located south bf 'the
" '
' ' 'college campus. 1 -- ;
According to' Wang ever isince
the Chang Dynasty 'was' over '
thrown In 1911 ahd the' Republic '
was formed, 'the Chinese' adopted 1
the Western" Calends Since then,
the tradStidnaf Chinese' Calendar
based oil the seasons and the lunar "
and solar cycles has become more
of a cultural celebration than a
"factual" holiday. Modern China
celebratestNsMj Year's Eve on both I
Dec. 3 1 Ujii thii year pn Feb. 16. 1
"There iff Hera satellitij LI '1 . ...cuiui a-icr- o in me vjakliu.
connect- -n t-1-2
.. .
i
Of
'Shows J j-t- f of the Chinese
'China celepratine the'eorruhs
the' Year of the' Horse while we
' celebrate.. t j here ; in, Wooster,"
' Wang said. Members of the local
1 Chinese community, consisting of
'about 4-5- 0' families 'have been ?
invited to celebrate the new year
at the OARDC.
1
' 'According to Chinese Kxiil
f ae ' signs," tni7 ' year" Is' 'the 4
Year of tfie' Hbrse The'CWnesi
'zodiac sysinr is'baseti 6n lunar''
' movemeW and 'uW k lj-yea- lr
f cycle. Each year his a1 iorrespOni
dmk animal that influences'peop'le'
born in that yeaV."The horse', like
many otheV 'animals, represents.'
' "cbrnparibifify'berween ldVers!" 5
This celebration is just one of the
many traditions that come with the
i Chinese New Year. The holiday
1 4cually lasts' a total of 15 days,
oeginning with the new moon
which falls on Feb'. 12 bus year
janri ending' With the fuU 'moon
arjproximately l5 days later! These'
IS days 'are 'also1 Traditionary
i referred to as trie "Spring Festival"
because of the new growth1 andlife
the spring 'brings5 into J the -- New
5 Year. During' Ms festivat in par-
ticular on New Year's Eve and Day,
everyone young and old is encour-
aged to stay dp aU night to witness
'theNew1Yeal'., - if 1 - ' 1 ' 4
J " Wang- - said lanterns 'and -- fire
!
works used throughout 'the1 bight
' ari especially uriportarit td the fcel-- 1
elration ew' VeaV iii
Chinese' fs' represented 1by. two
' characters: bub,' which means 'to
; fosk through' and Nian; ' wKicH
means year.' Nian 'is seeiby'the1
--S
mmm - r B flTTf
Photo by Victor Rortvedt
ever covers we could rememher
group. Security came down and tried
to shut us. downi but- - (he people's.
Chinese as a monster, a demon or
the devil that is out to eat the
Chinese people," he said. Wang
' explained that the Chinese hope to
' scare off the Nian by lighting can-'dl- es
and firewQrks so that each
pebon of family can pass into the
New Year vithbut the presence of
theeviispt
Candles and fireworks7 are .not"
' the only Itrjings'tnat 'go pto prepar-'uif- e
this celebration.' Certain foods
are traditionally served to represent
good fortunes in life. For instance,
black moss seaweed is a homonym
:' fot exceeding in wealth while, lotps
!( seeds signifies haying .many male
offspring. lOverall, the' rhore' food
1 present trfc more --the- family cele--
bratin wU receive VealuV and
'abuhd4nc in tho household. ' '
.' The (Chinese alsp. decorate then:
housesj wh bouquets of flowers
' frays df fpiit and candy and for-r'tune-co- lde
ftssaesriften 6h
6
Editors: Victor Rortvedt & Andrew Stimson Asst. Editor: Kara barney
Motel Blonde and Caboose - can 't stop the rock
Victor Roruedt
Features Editor
Rock on campus is in no short
supply, as evidenced by Circle K's
Battle of the Bonds last semester at
the Underground and by guys trans-
porting drum sets around nearly
every corner, we
caught up with two
of Wooster's most
rocking bands.
Caboose (formerly
known as The
Hotcox. formerly
known as Southside
Sailors and the
Overdue Book, for-
merly jokingly,
affectionately, but
not seriously
thought of as Joe
and the Alamos)
and Battle of the
Bands winners
Motel Blonde.
tion of Caboose. Russ Fink '03.
singer and guitarist for Motel Blonde,
brings rock to Wooster with King on
bass and Adam Dupaski '02 on sticks.
Putting on two memorable
shows that rocked through authori-
tarian prohibition and even electro-catio-n
in the basement of Miller
1 I
...I,.
.0 -
Photo by Victor Rortvedt
Caboose, made up of (left to right) Nick Hanson '03
Caboose's singer on arums reter Ring uj on guitar ana vocals and
and guitarist Peter jggAfaimo '02 . rock Miller Manor basement. :
King '03, rocks on campus when he's " Manor last November and this past 1
not playing bass for Indianapolis' The Saturday, this duo of rock
Impossible Shapes. Drummer and
freestyle hairstylist Nick Hanson '03,
along with ideological figurehead and
Southern posterchild Joe Alaimo '02
on bass, make up the percussion sec--
dynamism tried to explain exactly
.
who, what, when, where and how
the rock keeps rocking
.
' ' '
Fink expounded on the reason
all come from a t
T J " JiiL'iLULi'i'. Uluacms
school of music that puts the
emphasis on rocking instead of
technical profiency or being cool or
what not the highest measure of
our music is how hard it rocks."
Hanson said, "I find that there are
huge, huge chunks of time during
the day where I'm just asleep. And
then the rocking, it's in my head, but
I don't even know it And there are
other times where I'm in class, and I
think everyone else around me is
rocking except me, you know? So
often times I don't find myself rock-
ing until you put together, so to
speak, the rock equation, which is x
y b c. C being Caboose, X and
Y being Joe and Peter, and what was
I? I was B which means the
backbone."
When we innocently queried as to
whether Caboose was a math rock
band, we were vehemently rebuffed
King said, "No. I think we're the far-the- st
thing from math rock that you can
imagine, be that humanity's rock.
We're net trying to rock your socks off,
we're just trying to rock that caboose."
Alaimo's rock sense knows not
the boundaries of the stage: "In the
shower, I like to rock. Put on the
radio and just bathe myself to rock
and roll. Really cleansing," he said.
Motel Blonde's high energy shows
have driven throngs of students to
brave sweaty, stagnant basements,
scratched glass lenses and blows to the
neck to be privy to their music. Fink
said "the rock will never rest I will be
rocking until I'm not physically able
to rock any more." Recalling a high- -
struggle for rock and roll was not
given up that night, nor will it be
given up in the future, and we resis-
ted. Security called off the hounds,
and the rock continued into the wee
hours of the morning."
Dupaski said,
"we live and die to
rock. When you
feel that way, its
hard to avoid rock-
ing. With that kind
of dedication, its
going to come out
pure rock, there's no
other way to do it."
King struck a sin-
cere tone when he
remarked, "I don't
Motel Blonde, circa November 2001: (left to right) ik music as about
Peter King '03 on bass. Jim Redick '03 (currently competition at all, I
abroad) on rhythm guitar. Adam Dupaski '02 on rea y don t ke
BattIe of Bandsdrums and Russ Fink '03 on lead guitar and vocals.
; ; : : or anything like
light of his rock days. Fink said, "die ? 'that, because jt just makes music
most rock and roll thing Yd ever been 'into a sport and I think we want to
a part of was the first rock and roll f ;get away from that: We play our
; show down at Miller Manor, when J : music, I think we're doing some- -
the actual show was over but the pen- - ;thihg different from a lot of bands
pie's, jam session had started, and ;hefe, so hopefuD people like that"
everyone at the party was passing out We do indeed, Mr King. We do
mstrurnents, just rocking out to what-- indeed.
s :
.
..!!.
; Additional '
.
reporting by
Andrew Stimson, Features Editor
celebrate Chinese Nev Year
red paper, posted all over the
room. Once again, the flowers
symbolize wealth and, if a flower
blooms on New Year's Eve,' it is
Jsaid to be foreshadowing a year of
prvspcniy aneaa.
1 ttrrm-- rims celebration IS f
, less important ever since the l9If,
icyuiuuun. nowever, it is suij sig- -.
n'ificant to "the ancient Chinese
culture," Wang saidt "t eiKurage"i J ( . : i j J '..it. T r :people to participate this year,
.however, be prepared because --the .
ceremony will be performed pri-
marily in Mandarin Chinese!"
i Wang is enthusiastic for the Year
.of. the Horse..
.He, the OARDC,
and a local ?irirten; eased iaj
j clutch comiiy natned JiA Jiiie
spent a great deal o tiii? brganiz-'m- g
this jelebfalioa. J " " ? '
t '. It yoil ve any qastiprjs. c I
would Kke. farther information j
concerning this special eventcoa-- t t
tadtTlujie Wangat ext 2438:
Fe i3tQii2.j
A College of Wooster grandson's Nobel pride
Euza Cramer
Staff Writer
At 6 a.m. on Wednesday Oct.
10, 2001,: Andrew Mclntire '05's
phone rang six times before he
finally stumbled to answer it. "My
mother just
blurted it out,"
Mclntire said,
"Shesaid 'your
grandfather won
the Nobel Prize
in Chemistry.'"
Mclntire said
that the news
shocked him
he had no clue
that his grandfa-
ther would be
considered for
such a presti-
gious award.
"We spend a ton
of time together.
especially ' on
summer' 'vacat-
ions," Mclntire
said. "I knew he
was smart, but I
never knew he
was that smart."
William S.
Knowles,
Mclntire'sgrandfather,
was
.
born in
1917 in
L lr - p.
1
to the company headquarters in
St. Louis in 1944.
It was at Monsanto that
Knowles made discoveries that
earned him this year's Nobel
Prize. The discovery that Knowles
and his team made in the 1960s
-
" j :Photo Courtesy Andrew McNtyre
Taunton, Mass., Knowles being escorted to the banquet following the
and now lives in Nobel Prize ceremony by Crown Princess Victoria,
Kirkwood, Mo.,
t , .
. ,
near St? Louis.'' He' earned his ' led to the widespread availability
undergraduate degree Jin organic of L-do- pa a dnjg' that is jused to,
chemistry' : (.'&om ' Harvard treat Parkinson's , .; disease.;
University in 1939 and a doctorate j Knowles
f
worked with j "chiral
in orgarjic ' 'chemistry from ' forms, which , ither ,nghj-Columb- ia
ifniversity' in 'lj942: handed or left-hand- ed and exist in,
Following his graduate "studies,'
'
'.two mirror-imag-e forms., ( ,
Knowles; was hired . by jhe At least five other groups pf sd--(
Monsanto' Company ana1 moved entists nad, tried -- to do wpat
1 i tfejrZAiOiahftf
B-ri- n r tfxim AZ7 and ty one ,
.
.57 rvd cc Che irW M fat ". I I 3Valendnc'llf j
I
Knowles group did, but failed.
The technique was groundbreak-
ing, and took more than 10 years
for other chemists to develop and
expand on the method so that
other drugs could be produced in
their purified left-hand- ed form.
Mclntire's grandfather shared
his Nobel Prize with two other
chemists, who built off of his
work. In 1980, Ryoji Noyori of
Nagoya University in Japan
redesigned the same catalyst to
expand the range of molecules
that could be created.
Also around. 1980, Barry K.
Sharpless of the Scripps Research
Institute in La Jolla, Calif, invent-
ed a technique that used an oxy-
gen atom rather than hydrogen to
produce the molecules. His
process is now fundamental in
organic chemistry.
Knowles, Noyori and Sharpless
shared the Nobel Prize, with
Sharpless receiving half of the
award and Knowles and Noyori
sharing the other half. They each
received a gold medal, and the mil-
lion dollar prize was divided with
Knowles and Noyori receiving
$250,00 and Sharpless $500,000.
Mclntire and his family attend-
ed the ceremony in Stockholm,
Sweden, where all the Nobel
Prizes are presented, excluding the
Peace Prize. "We received first
class treatment everywhere we
went," said Mclntire.
The family was in Stockholm
for nine days, and attended various
receptions, banquets, ceremonies
and dances on behalf of the Nobel
Prize Committee. At the airport
they were given royal treatment as
well. "There was someone waiting
to lead us through security and
customs," he said.
Mclntire's family was given a
special lounge simply because
Andrew's brother smokes. While
in Stockholm, Knowles and his
7
wife, Nancy, were given a private
limousine; Mclntire and the rest
of the family were chauffeured
around in the limo when Knowles
wasn't using it.
2002 is the 100th
Anniversary of the Nobel Prize
so all the former laureates
attended the ceremonies.
One of the best parts of the trip
for Mclntire and his family was the
banquet after the awards ceremony.
Knowles was the oldest laureate
present, so he had the honor of
being escorted into the banquet by
Sweden's Crown Princess Victoria
Ingrid Alice Desiree. His wife was
escorted by King Carl Gustaf XVI.
Mclntire's grandfather and grand-
mother also had the distinction of
sitting next to the King.
"The neatest thing for my
Grandfather was . when he
received the prize at the ceremo-
ny; my mom and aunts were
teary-eyed- ," said Mclntire.
Cellistfuses music with the spirit
MlNDY HORST
Staff Writer
Combining music with other art
forms, history and cultural expres-
sion, cellist Karen Patterson's per-rforrnan- ces
are. both -- entertaining
and educating Audiences at the
College will be able to experience
Patterson for themselves when
she visits oyer the weekend as
jWooster's felack Leader - in
Residence. , , ;,
.,' Patterson has appeared in. South,
America, Europe and throughput. .
Ithe, Unjted. jSta,tes to, create .pro- -,
grams that lebrate tAfrican-'Aneric- an
musical jieritage. These
programs cover (tbe spectrum of;
,nterriporaryassical and spirtu-- ,
a nieces, jwerung their appeal to
large variety of spectators. Among
this variety of musical works,
Patterson' is also ,6dicatedi( tp per-- (
forming'pieces by David Baker and
I Noel Da -- Costa, .bth, f ortually.
unknown cprnppsers. .
....!.,.
f j Patterson was ajlsOj recognized,
recently , tor her sow penorm-- (
L jance with thet Ljla . Wallace
Readers Utgest, ) laaucaupnai .
Initiative, award.' , ' , , .
I
. atterspn began her j musical
studies at eight-years-ol- d, she
continued on with schooling,
earning an undergraduate degree
at Ohio University and a graduate
1
'
1 '
' Photo' courtesy OPl
t i ' f ' 1 I : i ' i
Cello spiritualist Karen Patterson
' - ' . "i t i ' i
i I
.!(- - 'Ml!. '
decree fxpip Antioch hUernatipnal
University. Her degrees com-
bined her interest in education
witi her love of rrforming. She.
ias been nvolved' with uuier-cit- y,
ybiith piusiq - prpgrams .in New'
Jersey, fujs nientqred Ge.rrn.an
music students and hs taught, at
Manhattan School of usic . ins
ew Yojrk City.. ; ,' , - '.. x , ,
;
Participating( , internationally,
Patterson( has, also contributed, to
piich events as tlje Regions ,in.
Crisis International Conference in
Switzerland, the United Nations
..-E-
arth
Summit and Global Forum,
in Rio de Janeiro, and the African-Americ- an
Cultural Week Festival,
in Ohio.
i unci ii ui uic wiiitc ui Diuk.&
Student Affairs Joi Garret said
that LaTashia Reedus, former
assistant dean of students for the
office of black student affairs,
(
chose Karen Patterson as this ;
1 year's Black Leader-In-Residenc- e. j
Reedus . heard about Patterson's ;
. work through a mutual friend, j
..
. . "When the program fust began,,
the Dean of Students was the per- -'
, son who primarily recruited,. and, '
, initiated tms program. ; i r i
T
, "However, the Office of pjack.
, Student Affairs, has always been
integral in the success of the pro-
gram," Garret said. The Office of
, Black Student , Affairs has just
recently taken on the roles of-organizin- g,
planning and execut-- ,
!
ing the entire program, ; : ( ; ;
. , Patterson Ls performine two free ,
, performances , in. .Gault. Recital .
Hall of Schiede, Music Center.
Patterson's second performance,
will be, tonight along with . the
Kenny Drew Trio at 8 prm, , : i
Fe
Band coasts onto local scene
Elizabeth Yvko
A&E Editor
At a place where college bands
are as plentiful as squirrels,
Monterey's Coast stands out in the
crowd. With melodies resembling
the Pave Matthews Band and the
old , style of Vertical Horizon,
Monterey's Coast blends the
sounds of gui
tar, bass and
cello to create
a unique style
described as
" hy a p p y
acoustic
orchestral cof-
fee shop
rock." Last
year, Todd
Mc.Qauley
'04,.; ! rhythm
acoustic gui-
tarist '
.
and
vocalist, had a
gig coming up
at , Common
Grounds,
when he start-
ed playing
with his
neighbor,
Craig Steiner
f 1
r I
t J
"Sneakers." When you rearrange
the letters in the name, it spells
out "too many secrets."
This year the final addition was
made to Monterey's Coast. "We
wanted to add a new dimension to
the band" said McGauley, "and
called upon Kurt Vincent for
bass." Vincent, a first-yea- r, says
that he's "the one in the band with
the boyish good-looks- ."
Photo courtesy of Monterey's Coast
Monterey 's Coast performed last Saturday at Seattle 's Coffee House
and has two upcoming shows March 30 and April 20.
'04. Steiner is the principle cellist
in the Wooster Symphony
Orphestra, and ( according to
McGauley, "can pick things up
really easily." Through another
friend, they met guitarist Cory
Becker '04, and began playing
together at the Common Grounds
under the name Upward. This
year, ' the band's name was
changed to Monterey's Coast,,
which- - comes from -- the movie'
What sets Monterey's Coast
apart from other bands on cam- -'
pus? According to Becker, "We
don't take ourselves too seriously
- and we have a cello player --
Craig adds such an awesome
depth to our sound. Too much
college music sounds like typical
college music, whether it's pop-pu-nk
or Dylanesque solo
.
acoustic rock ... our live sound
Is super-fu- n - we definitely, defi
a i - ! ? .- -, i
f ,
nitely are just there to have
fun, and we're full of surpris-
es." Aside from the cello, the
band also incorporates differ-
ent instruments like a banjo
and a mandolin. The band has
about 14 original songs, but
"we mix it up with covers at
our shows that range from
the Dave Matthews Band to
Nelly" said McGauley.
The band
currently has a
rough demo of
five original
songs which is
available upon
request for a
dollar from
McGauley.
Next week-
end, Monterey's
Coast is record-
ing their first
full-lengt- h
album.
Monterey's
Coast per-
formed this
past Saturday
at Seattle's
Coffee House
in down-tow- n
Wooster, and they have
two shows coming up at
Seattle's on March 30 and
April 20. "The Seattle's
rolks rock - it s a super
cool place and our shows there
are only two bucks" said Becker.
According to McGauley "We
generally have a great turnout
at our shows and we try to
make it as fun as possible for
everyone there."
Currently accepting prose, art and poetry for the 2002 issue,
S
- students can get their work published by Vooster's esteemed?
;:,cr(6 rnqgazine. Drpi;q hard cbpyfn the Goiiard CarnDus Box
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' Photo courtesy of Joanne Frye
Next week, the Women's Studies Program, the Black Studies
Program, the English Department and tixe Cultural Events
Committee will sponsor the visit ofjessica Care moore. moore
is a hip-ho- p poet who has performed in numerous venues,!
including film, literature, theatre, oration, education, poetry
performance and composition and music Featured on the cover '
of Black Elegance Magazine, in tlie New York Times, Vibe,
Essence and The Village Voice; having performed in London,
Scotland, Berlin, Paris and Amsterdam, moore now makes an
appearance on the Wooster campus. On Wednesday, there will
be an open conversation with moore in Lowry Center from 4-5:- 30
p.m.. and.she will perform at 7:30 p.m. in Gault Recital
LIFTED RADIO
WITH: ALEC MORE
SATURDAY NIGHTS 8-1- 0
ONLY ON WCWS 90.9 FM
THIS WEEK:
SWEDISH EGIL
(LAGROOVERADIO HOUSETRANCE)
?
. NOCTURNAL SOUNDS FOR THE.SOUL
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Arts &. F.mtfktatmmfntEditors: Katie Berkshire & Elizabeth Yuko
Scottish poet honored in night of culture
Katie Berkshire
A&E Editor
Last Saturday night, the third
annual Robert Burns Night was
held at the College. Approximately
75 students. College staff mem-
bers and families attended this
event in Babcock formal lounge.
The event included an array
of festivities such as perform-
ances by the College's pipe
band, many Scottish refresh-
ments, some students in tradi-
tional dress, reading of Burns'
poetry. Highland dancing and a
'Toast to the Lassies." A guest
band. Sundry Others, performed
as well. This band included a stu-
dent and an alumnus of the College,
and is based out of Columbus.
Scottish foods that were served
included meatpies. bakewell tarts,
eccles cakes, empire biscuits, and
of course, haggis. "Contrary to
popular belief, haggis was
enjoyed in England as well as
Scotland up until the end of the
1 8th century, and only acquired its
Beginning Friday at
particular Scottish identity from
the Robert Burns poem To a
Haggis'," said Kevin Bischof '03,
president of the Wooster Scottish
Arts Society. Traditionally,
Scotch would be served at this
sort of event, but the College's
alcohol policies prevented that from
this particular occasion. All of the
food came from Gaelic Imports
of Cleveland (www.gaelicim-ports.com- )
"For me it's an expression of
my Scottish heritage, and I'm
proud to share my knowledge
and appreciation of Gaelic
Culture." said Bischof. "We just
wanted everyone to have a
great time and learn some-
thing in doing it."
WooSAS includes members of
the Scottish pipe band, the
Highland Dancers and any stu-
dents or faculty members with a
general interest in Scottish Arts.
The band and dancers perform at
almost every major College
function, including football
games, parents' weekend, first- -
Cinemark
Movies 10
Kung Pow:
Enter the Fist (PG-1- 3)
Slackers (R)
Black Hawk Down (R)
Big Fat Liar (PG)
Snow Dogs (PG)
A Beautiful Mind (R)
Collateral Damage (R)
The Count of
Monte Cristo ( PG-1- 3)
The Mothman Prophecies
Rollerball (PG-1- 3)
A Walk to Remember
(3:15)7:10
(12:30) 5:20. 9:40
(12:454:00, 7:05, 10:10
(12:10, 2:20) 4:35,7:45,9:55
(12:05, 2:45) 5:10. 7:30, 9:50
(12:20.4:15) 7:10. 10:15
(12:40,4:25)7:00,9:35
(12:35,4:05)7:20, 10:20
(12:45)4:30, 7:25, 10:05
(12:15, 2:40)5:05, 7:40, 10:00
(12:00, 2:30) 4:50. 7:15. 9:45
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Pass Restricted
All stows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 p.m. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call (330) 345-875- 5
year orientation, baccalaureate and
commencement ceremonies.
According to George Morrison
'04,
"Although
this is a
Presbyterian
Scottish
school, a lot
of people
don't know
about our
Scottish tradi-- t
i o n .
Functions
like this help
students learn
about our her-
itage." The
next major
WooSAS
function will
be a concert
on April 6 to
celebrate
National
Tartan Day.
tion on WooSAS is at
www.wooster.eduWooSAS.
Burns, bom in 1759, grew up
--
--
poor in
Scotland, but
eventually
became a veryhighly
acclaimed
poet. "He ver-
balizes our high-
er instincts, and
he had a hawkish
sense of bawdy
humor," Bischof
said. "Here you
have the aver-
age Joe (or Scot)
who penned some
of Scotland's
most beautiful
poetry, accent- -
PhOTO BY ANNA STECKEL ing this rich cul-
ture. The goal of
Kathy Bremer '03 demonstrates her many
Highland dance skills in Babcock other Scottish
formal lounge Saturday Societies is to
Last year's concert is available on promote, educate about and honor
CD in the bookstore. More informa- - this great man."
Clarification
The following actors were
omitted from last week's arti
cle on "All in the liming": Alejd
Cox 03 and Sloane Isselhard '02
in "Sure Thing; Christopher
Laubenthal '05, Conine Brush
'04 and Jasen J. Smith (cos- -
irume and wig designer) in
"Universal Language;
fWhitney Huss '05, Cara
Weiser '02, Deirdre Abcle
:04, Claire Long '05, Jeremy
KDrosz '05 and Rares Stelea
UJ in "rhillip Olass buys ai
Loaf of Bread."
Scene Design was by Vicki
A. Horning, technical director;
light design was by Dale E
Seeds, professor and department
chair; sound design was by Josh
Young '05; Justin Fisher '04 was
assistant director, and stage man
agement was by Erin Roster '05
land Christopher Maxwell '05.
The performance occurred last
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
in Freedlander Theater and was
the third in the Freedlander
Mainstage Series.
Gala garners first-ra- te food and fun
A tradition of nearly two decades to occur Saturday
Katie Orwin
the tunes and
ing the night
Staff Writer
Saturday from 10 p.m. until 2
a.m, tiramisu torte, chocolate
lovin spoonful, friends,
the Dukes of Wail playing
students danc- -
away will all
come together at this year s
Winter Gala.
The Student Activities Board
and the Dean of Students office
will put on the 19th annual Gala.
Amy Poston '03 is in charge as
the head of musical entertainment
for SAB.
"Gala is one of the best col-
lege memories that you may
have with the entire campus,"
Poston said. "You get to see new
faces, eat great desserts and have
a fabulous time."
Poston described the Dukes of
Wail as a nine-piec- e band from
the Cleveland area. They play rat
pack music, similar to last year's
band, but with less swing. If
students are not into swing
music, there will be a few
breaks with compilation
CDs playing.
"Gala is one of the best
college memories that you
may have, " Poston said
. . . .....
Students will find beautiful dec-
orations this year to add to the
new Lowry look. The Gala
colors are navy blue, mari-
na blue and silver. Stars,
bubble bowls with floating can-
dles and mulberry colored flow-
ers will adorn Lowry. : . 1
. Poston stressed that this; event
is for everyone. "This is. the
only semi-form- al event that
' we have on campus," she said.
"Some people wear prom dress-
es, but you can wear jeans if '
you want. You don't have to
have a date. This year we're
going to take pictures of stu-
dents with dates and friends
alike and place the pictures in
their mailboxes."
Many people get
together with a group of
friends and go to Gala just
for the desserts. In addition
to the - tiramisu -- tort and
chocolate lovin spoonful,
- Heath' Bar pie, caramel
apple' cheesecake,' New York-styl- e
cheesecake drizzled with
chocolate or strawberries,
pecan pie and carrot cake
will melt in the, mouths of
students, and faculty. .
This year students' living in
dorms 'will find door. hangers
to publicize the event while
those living off campus will
receive postcards. Bob Rodda,
director of student activities,
has collected previous years'
Gala posters, which are on
display in Lowry this week.
2M2 IT
Men's basketball annihilates Allegheny and Kenyon
Ann Raymond
Editor-in-Chi- ef
The men's basketball team
showed glimpses of greatness this
week with a convincing win over
Kenyon College (4-1- 6, 2-1- 0), 95-6- 9,
on Saturday and another solid
performance in Meadville, Penn.
at Allegheny College, beating the
Gators 91-6- 3 last night.
The Scots wasted no time put-
ting points on the scoreboard
Saturday, draining the first 1 1
points of jthe conference match-
up. Wooster increased1 its lead to
17-- 4 withjorily five minutes gone
in the first; half helped by Matt
Smith '03 who catalyzed the early
outpouring of offense, nailing
three three-poi- nt attempts in the
opening minutes of action.
The Lords fought back and cut
into Wooster's lead, initiating a
10--2 run 5of 1 their own,, cutting-Wooster's- i
. advantage ' to five
points. Kenyon stayed within single-
-digits of the Scots until
Wooster sparked an 8-- 1 spurt of
Wooster swimmers fall
Jenny Nicol
i Staff Writer
The College of Wooster swim-
ming and diving teams lost to
Kenyon last week in the final dual
meet of the season. The men fell
to the Lords, 112-7- 0, while the
women suffered their first loss of
the season. 130-10- 6.
The w.omen's meet was high-
lighted jby a first-second-th- ird
place Wooster finish ia the 200
breaststroke. Winning the event
was Liz Whittam
05 (2:28.95), fol-
lowed .by 'Jenny
' 'Bayuk '03
(2:29.33) and Beth KJ
Starling '02(2:30.06
Whittam also won
the 200 individual
medley, setting a
Kenyon poof
record, with a time,
of 2:08.81. .The
other first 1 place . -
finish came from
Kayla Heising A scot swimmer
'04, who won the
offense that produced a more
comfortable distance of 1 2 points
for Wooster, 32-2- 0. The Scots
maintained that margin and car-
ried the 12 point advantage into
halftime, 44-3- 2.
The beginning of the second
half unfolded much like start of
the game with Wooster scoring
early and often while rendering
Kenyon's offense essentially useless.
The Scots opened up the second
half scoring 19. points to
Kenyon's six in the first eight
minutes of action, affording them
a 25 point cushion for the remain-
ing 12 minutes of play. Wooster
took that 25-poi- nt advantage and
turned it into a 37-po- int margin of
victory, 96-5- 9.
The Scots capitalized on double-
-digit scoring from six differ-
ent players and also benefited
from i double-doubl- e production
courtesy of Bryan Nelson '03 and
Antwyan Reynolds '02. Smith led
all scorers with 19 on the night,
followed by Nelson who tallied
14 points and 12 rebounds.
50 freestyle with a time of 25.12.
Other strong swims included the
200 freestyle, where Sophie Brym
'05 placed second with a time of
1 :59.24. Diver Sara Connolly '02
placed second on both the one and
three-met- er boards, with scores of
210.60 and 226.65. The 400 med-
ley relay of Whittam, Bayuk,
Brym, and Sonya Tarasenkov '04
also finished second with a time
of 4:03.86.
. "This was an exciting meet,"
said Head Coach Keith Beckett.
--
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plunges-forwar- d during competition.
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Antwyan Reynolds '02 drives to
the basket against a Wittenberg player last season.
Robert Sims '04 poured in 12
points for the Scots, Ryan Snyder
'04 added 1 1 points while Rodney
to Kenyon
"The women had some good
match ups, and close races. I
was very happy with how they
swam today."
The men had a challenging
meet, but still turned in some
strong performances. Mike Durik
'04 placed second in the 200
backstroke with a time of 2: 1 2.36.
Other good swims came from Jim
Gilchrist '04 in the 200 individual
medley (2:04.79) , and Kevin
Wolfe '05 in the 200 butterfly
(2:10.29).
11 1 V Beckett
said, "The men
approached
this meet as a
tune-u- p , for
conference,
Via, realizing that
J they were sig
nificantly out-
matched."
a The Scots'-
-V'''t
will compete
next at the North
Coast Athleticr tcourtesy of OPI Conference
meet, fceb. 14--
16.
Photo courtesy of OPI
Mitchell '04 and Reynolds both
contributed 10 points to the win,
Reynolds added 1 1 assists.
Going into their game versus
the Gators last night, the Scots
knew they would have to repeat
their quick start from Saturday to
capture conference win. "We have
to try and blow them out from the
gate because they are a team that can
build confidence," Reynolds said.
Wooster let Allegheny (9-1- 1, 5-- 8)
hang around for the first five
minutes after tip off, holding onto
a slim one-poi- nt advantage at 1 1 --
10. Over the next five minutes,
though, the Scots went on an
offensive tear, denying the Gators
any points while pouring in 18 of
their own to take a 29-1- 0 lead
with 10 minutes to go in the first half.
j i . Men's
.'
The Scots finished out the sec-
ond 20 minutes of play in much
the same manner of the first half
with Wooster maintaining a mini-
mum advantage at least 1 1 points
for the rest of the game. Mitchell
poured in 1 9 of his 22 total points
in the second half and led all
scorers on the night.
Nelson recorded his sixth double--
double of the year tallying 20
points and 1 1 rebounds in the game.
Smith continued to find and--
covert open looks from behind
the arc draining five out of seven
of his three 'point attempts com-
bined with one field goal for 1 7 points.
Smith attributes his ability to
hit from three point range with
ease to his teammates having
confidnece in him and his ablity
to relax and let the shots fly.
"Making three pointers was a
combination of my teammates hav-
ing confidence in me and just a
matter of coming out and not think-
ing about it too much," he said.
Wooster next will host confer-
ence foe Wabash College, the
Little Giants, this Saturday at 1
p.m. in Timken Gymnasium.
Error-- Ticket :
Due to an error, advance,
tickets for the Wooster-Waba- sh
men's basketball
game this Saturday have
the incorrect game time.
The game tips off at 1 p.m.
;'
.
j " -
.
Department of
'
.
' Physical Education
i s ;
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Basketball 3 : t
Feb.16 j :
.Tickets will be on sale in the PEC "
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General admission: $3 adults $L off-camp-us students
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College of Wooster students, faculty "and staff are . '
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PATRIOTS UPSET RAMS, BARELY
Besides good looks, what do Erik Shipe and Jimmy Kimmel
(from Fox Sports) have in common? Both picked the Patriots to
upset the Rams in this year's Super Bowl. Although I stunk up
Miller Manor two weeks ago with my SteelersEagles predictions, I
rebounded big time last week when I wrote that the Patriots would
stop the Rams offense and win the Super Bowl. The problem was
that the article did not get published, so none, of you probably
believe me, but I promise that 1 did.
The New England Patriots showed what being a team and having
gu's is all about No-na- me players on both sides of the ball stepped
up and hit the Rams in the mouth for 60 minutes. Defensive veter-
ans Willie MeGinest, Otis Smith, Lawyer Milloy. Ty Law and Brian
Cox finally had all of their bard work pay off with a big shiny ring.
No one gave this group a chance against the mighty Rams offense.
Drew Bledsoe stood on the sidelines and cheered as Tom "the fourth
son" Brady drove the Patriots into field goal range in the final
minute and half of the game (It is rumored that Tom was never
allowed on the Brady Bunch television show because of his interest
in attending the University of Michigan). Brady was awarded the
MVP trophy but it could have gone to a handful of players on the
defense. The best story may be Adam Vinatieri, who hit a 48-ya- rd
field goal as time expired to win the game. He also made the clutch
45-ya-
rd field goal in a foot of snow to put the game into overtime
against the Raiders a few weeks ago. Also. Vinatieri has been a
member of my fantasy football team for many years now, and
always seems to score enough points to put my team in the playoffs
at the end of every year.
And just for the record, I'm going with the Browns for next year's
Super Bowl Champ. Tim Couch will lead them to the promised land.
WHO WILL TYSON BITE NEXT?
After losing his boxing license in the state of Nevada, the ques-
tion remains, "What's next on the former champ's agenda?" I love
a man who grabs his crotch as much as the next guy, but when will
Tyson learn enough is enough? He is tow set to go on trial once
again for allegedly raping another woman and has lost what little
respect people had given him.
Despite this, some people still want to see a TysonLewis fight.
Talks now are maybe suggesting a possible fight in Denmark or
some other country outside of the U.S. Tyson talked to reporters
and told them, "Lennox Lewis is a coward. I will fight him in the
streets whenever I see him." The truth is, Tyson probably would
beat Lennox Lewis in a fight, but actually boxing in a ring might be
more dangerous for Lewis. Tyson actually bit Lewis on the thigh
during their altercation last week. How sick is Tyson? Can he actu-
ally stand toe to toe in a ring with Lewis without biting him?
Here is what we suggest for Tyson. Why not come to Wooster and
fight? We could set it up at the Underground and charge $5 to get
in. Tyson would receive all of the money we make to help bail him-
self out of jail as soon as the fight is over. The only problem could
be getting Lennox Lewis to come to Wooster and fight him. We say
that if Lewis does not want to come, we'll get our friend Bill
Schumakcr 03 to stop doing homework for a night and meet Tyson
in the ring. Rumors are that Schumaker has a great right hook and
it is reported that he said, "I could hurt Tyson if I got a good shot
on him." So look for TysonSchumaker to occur in late April.
By Erik Suite and Russell "White Shadow" Smith
Mega. Eherts
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster's
men's and women's track and
field teams competed Friday
evening at Case Western Reserve
University's Annual Invitational.
The men finished second of six
teams, with a total of 109 points,
behind Case Western's 144. The
women placed fourth among six
teams, scoring 54 total points.
For the men's team, Keith
Vance '04 threw 45' 10.50" for a
fifth place finish. Wooster had a
gtxxl showing in the triple jump
with first, second and third place
consecutive finishes from Nu
Djan Tackie '04. (40'09.00"),
Jonah Mytro "02 (39'00.75") and
Nathan Collins "04 ( 3808.00" ).
James Williams "04 earned a
first place finish for Wooster in
the long jump with a leap of
2 105 .(H)". Tackie backed him up
with a fourth place finish in
1903.00". Collins also took sixth
place in the pole vault with a
mark of H'06.00".
In the running events. Will
Driscoll '04, anchored the dis-
tance medley relay team to a
fourth place finish in 508.00".
N a h u m
third place, and
followed close to
Open to 11
p.m. Mon --
Thurs, 1
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& Sat, Sun
9--4 p.m.
330-262-29- 98
bring in
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receive 50
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any drink
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Men's track finishes second
Women team takes fourth at Case Western Reserve
Kisner '02
led the way
for team-
mates in the
55 meter
dash with a
time of 6.65.
Williams
(6.90) fin-
ished a solid
Tackie (6.95)
finish fifth.
Kisner also won the 200-met- er
dash in 23.77. and Tackie finished
sixth in 24.78. Konah Duche
'03 took third in the 400 meter
run in 53.69.
In the 800 meter run. Matt
Trent '03 turned in a sixth place
finish with a time of 2.06.67.
Evan McDaniel '03 was victori-
ous in the 1500 meter run, with a
winning time of 4:05.56.
For women's field events,
Leigh Hutchinson '03 placed sec-
ond in the pole vault with a mark
of 8'06". Nicki Artes "03 scored
a fourth place finish in the shot
put with a toss of 361)6.25". Liz
Farina '02 long jumped 32'00" to
claim third place.
Wooster also had a good show- -
7.
and Farina finished second in
1:57.58.
A third place finish by the
4x400 meter relay squad of
DeSantis. Grant. White ' and
Hutchinson, in 4:30.60, gave
Ml
5
el
4
Photo by Anna Steckel
Collen Call '04. bundled up for a winter run, stretches before practice.
ing in the running events. Nicole
DaSantis '03 placed fourth in
the 200 meter dash with a time
of 28.86. DeSantis also took
third in the 400 meter run in
1 :05.0 1 . Wooster came on strong
in the
"At the next meet ,
Denison, we really hope
to see what the Fighting
Scots have to offer, " said
Lauren Bailey '03.
15 0 0
meter
run, with
Sarah
Grant
'04 plac-
ing first
i n
5:06.33,
and Tiffany White '05 placed sec-
ond in 5:09.59.
Wooster's 4x200 meter relay
squad of DeSantis, Justina
Williams '02, Jessica Love '04,
Wooster a strong finish to the
meet.
"Case Western is always the
first big meet of the indoor
track and field season. We've
been training since November,
and the season goes until
May," said Lauren Bailey '03.
"Though coach never sends
the entire team to any one
indoor meet, we use indoor
season to establish realistic
goals for the outdoor season
ahead. At the next meet,
Denison, we really hope to see
what the Fighting Scots have to
offer."
The Fighting Scots will
next be competing Feb. 9 at
The Big Red Invitational at
Denison University.
SEATTLE'S
Killing Time will perform
Feb. 7, at 8:30 p.m.
no cover
Wooster's Love Lies
Fosters
Friday for
$1.50
Thurs
Special
Christmas
Bleeding will perform Feb. 8, pe $2
$3 cover
Sports 12
Editors: David Powell & Todd Worly
Women's basketball continues to improve its record
Todd Worly
Sports Editor
After breaking a nine-gam- e los-
ing streak with a win over Oberlin
last week, the women's basketball
team appears to have turned their
season around. This past week
the scots were in
action three times,
and won two.
ing them three vic-
tories in their past
four games.
On Saturday night
Wooster ventured to
Granville to take on
a red-h- ot Denison
team. Unfortunately,
the Big Red rode a
1 2-- 0 run to open the
game en route to a
76-6- 7 win over the
Scots, Denison's
eleventh straight
victory.
Facing the afore-
mentioned early
deficit less than five
minutes into the
game. Wooster right- -
- ed its ship and played The Women
even with Denison -
for the remainder of the half.
Trailing 38-2- 7 at the break, the
Scots quickly took charge with a
10-- 2 run to pull to within three
points at 40-3- 7. Denison built the
lead back up to 17 at 66-4- 9. but
Wooster countered with an 18-- 4
run to cut it to three at 70-6- 7. The
Scots actually had a chance to
draw even closer still down three
with just two minutes left, but
missed two free throws. The Big
Red then put the nail in the coffin
with a 6-- 0 run to close the game.
"Like usual, we got out to a bad
start and got outhustled in the first
half, Lindsay Schaaf '04 said.
"But we turned it around in the
second half. We got a few calls to
i
go our way, and more people
started to step up, rather than just
relying on Nara DeJesus 03. We
ended up making a game of it, but
came up just a little short."
The game featured a balanced
attack from both teams, as
Wooster had five players reach
n - r.
'4
V.
On Monday night, Ursuline
College visited the friendly con-
fines of Timken Gymnasium in
what was Wooster's final non-confere- nce
match-u- p of the sea-
son. But it was anything but a
hospitable trip for the Arrows, as
Wooster prevailed 72-6- 2. The
1 win gave
'
Photo by Anna Steckel
s basketball team huddles before a game this week.
double figures in scoring while
Denison boasted four. Jen Flavin
'04 came off the bench to lead the
Scots with 12 points on 4--6 shoot-
ing from the field and 4-- 4 from
the line. DeJesus, Kristen Rice
03, Michaelyn Brunner '03 and
Molly Rallo '05 all contributed 10
points apiece.
The two squads were relatively
even in shooting, as Wooster hit
41.8 percent from the field and 76
percent from the line, compared
to Denison's 39.4 percent and
72.4 percent, respectively. The
difference in the game was
decided in the trenches, where
the Big Red outrebounded the
Scots 50-3- 0.
the Scots a
sweep over
Ursuline,
as Wooster
beat the
Arrows 72-6- 3
in
Cleveland
on Dec. 15.
T h e
Scots out-play- ed
Ursuline
(2-1- 9) all
night,
especially
in the sec-
ond half,
which
Wooster
began by
erupting
for an 8-- 0
run to
build its lead to 43-2- 9. The
Scots led by at least nine points
for nearly the rest of the half, and
at one point were up 70-5- 0. The
Arrows responded with a 12-- 0
run of their own to make it 70-6- 2
with under 30 seconds left,
but it was too little, too late as
the Scots held on to win.
Wooster shot almost 50 percent
on the night (28-for-5- 9) compared
to 42.6 percent for Ursuline (23-for-5- 4),
which included just 38.5
percent in the first half. The Scots
were again outrebounded, this
time 46-2- 9, but overcame that by
forcing 36 turnovers by the Arrows.
Rice and DeJesus led the way
for Wooster with 2 1 points and 20
points, respectively, while
DeJesus added nine rebounds and
four steals. Flavin chipped in
with a solid all-arou- nd perform-
ance of 12 points, four steals and
four assists.
"Against Ursuline, the entire
team stepped up," Schaaf said.
"Kristen Rice played a really nice
game, and our ball movement was
the best it's been all year. Our
defense has been playing pret-
ty tough lately, and I think the
main reason for that is we
switched from a man-to-m- an
to a 3-- 2 zone."
The Scots continued their win-
ning ways Wednesday night when
Hiram payed a visit On the
strength of a dominating first half,
Wooster came out on top 73-6- 6.
The victory enabled Wooster to
clinch a minimum of the no. 8
seed in the upcoming NCAC
tournament.
The Scots came out on fire
against the Terriers. Building
early leads of 16-- 5 and 25-- 9,
Wooster coasted into the halftime
break with a 47-3- 2 lead.
The Scots started the second
half just like the first, quickly
increasing their lead to 19 points.ButHiram
refused to
give up,
and cut
Wooster's
lead back
"As a team we have
established a lot more
confidence lately, " Nara
DeJesus '03 said.
down to
single "
digits with 7:25 left to go in the
game.
Wooster's lead remained rela-
tively steady over the next five
minutes, but the Terriers lit the
scoreboard up for a 9-- 0 run to cut
the lead to two at 66-6- 4 with just
47 seconds left
The Scots split on a pair of free
throws on their next possession.
leaving Hiram just a three-point- er
away from tying the game up.
However, Wooster forced a
turnover, and proceeded to con-
vert on six-of-s- ix free throws
in the final 27 seconds to
clinch the victory.
The Scots were led by Rice,
who poured in 18 points to go
along with nine rebounds and six
blocks. Flavin added 16 points to
the victorious effort, while
DeJesus chipped in with 10 points
and 16 boards, marking her 12th
double-doub- le of the season.
"To be honest, this wasn't a
great win," said DeJesus. "We
were up by a lot for most of the
game, but then we let down and
they came back. It was disap-
pointing to let them back in it
We should have stomped them
when we had the chance. But
even though we didn't play our
best basketball, it was still nice
to win. As a team we have
established a lot more confi-
dence lately."
DeJesus made history last night
by becoming just the fifth player
in school history to reach the
1,000 point barrier. She convert-
ed l-o- f-2 free throws to reach 999
just 1:40
into the
game. The
shot came
exactly one
minute later
". when she
converted a shot in the lane.
"It was really exciting," said
DeJesus of reaching the 1,000
point plateau. "I didn't set out to
do it at the beginning of my
career, it just happened."
The Scots return to action on
Saturday, when they travel to
Springfield to take on the
Wittenberg Tigers.
Men's Basketball Women's Basketball Indoor Track
Feb. 9 vs. Wabash Feb. 9 at Wittenberg Feb. 9 at Big Red
Feb. 13 at Hiram Feb. 13 vs. Kenyon Invitational
